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ABSTRACT

Comfort Zones, Shoulder Reach Angles,
and Verification of CDAS
by
Linda Urette Me Watters
Master of Arts in Psychology

Two experiments were conducted:

(1) to test the

effects of target location on shoulder reach, and deteimine
comfort zones within shoulder reach; and

(2)

to verify CDAS

<Configuration Design, Analysis, and Simulation -- a
computer-aided design software program).

Experiment 1

measured the shoulder angles, distance <from shoulder to
the target), and the comfort of the reach

(using a seven-

point rating scale) for specified target locations.
Twenty, right-handed subjects <ten male and ten
female) ranging between the 5th percentile and the 95th
percentile for both sexes were tested.

The results

indicate that target location had a significant effect on
angle, distance and comfort.

Comfort zones were determined

and compared to those previously reported by Rebiffe,

viii

Zayana and Tarriere <1969).
.I
I

Experiment 2 simulated Experiment 1 on the computer.
Man-models were built to the subjects' dimensions, and
manipulated to perform the specified reaches, as in
Experiment 1.

The results from Experiment 2 were compared

to those from Experiment 1.

The results reflect a moderate

correlation for angle, although the comfort scores showed
little to no correlation.

Limitations in the CDAS system

are identified as possible explanations for
correlation.
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In designing a manual workspace, determination of arm
rea~h

capabilities of the potential user population is very

important, as are•other objective factors
dimensions) and subjective factors

<e.g., body

<e.g. comfort).

It is

not suf-ficient to design for the "average" person \.<Jhen
dealing with a wide range of users.

It is important that

all of the users can reach and manipulate the controls in a
cockpit comfortably, while restrained by an adequate
harness.
Since 1947, researchers have conducted studies on
functional arm-reach measurements for the design of
cockpits of automobiles and aircraft.

Most of the studies

tested the subjects in a seated position, with a fixed
backrest and seat surface angles, and lap and upper torso
restraint -systems which could considerably limit body
movement.
Review of Existing Literature on Reach Measurements
Static Reach Measurements
Most anthropometric studies have consisted of a series
of measurements (e.g., shoulder-elbow, buttock-knee, etc.).
These "static:" measurements provide important information
regarding the variance of body dimensions, yet they cannot
be applied to dynamic situations (e.g., reaching a certain
distance or performing a specific task)

<Bullock,1974).

In attempting to deal with this inefficiency,
Hertzberg, Daniels, Churchill

(1954)

took measurements such

as "arm reach from wall"; a finger-to-wall dimension which

1

is measured with both shoulders against a vertical wall and
the arm extended horizontally.

More recent studies

<Clauser, Tucker, and McConviPle et al,
Churchill,

19711

1972; ·White and

include similar measurements but are

limited in utility because they only apply to specific
reaches (e.g .•

immediately in front of, or directly above

the subject).

Crude extrapolations can be made from these

measurements in some cases <Stoudt,

19781.

Functional Reach Measurements
Functional or dynamic anthropometry deals with the
dimensions of ''the workspace or work envelope needed by men
as they perform their work''

<Hertzberg,

1960).

Functional

reach measurements are more difficult to acquire and
present than are static measurements.
contribute to this problem are:
posture,

Factors which

(a) Variations in body

including variations lntroduced by the chair in

which the subject may be seated;
restraint systems are implemented;

(b) Whether or not
<c) Anatomical

locations of these restraint systems;

(d) The task to be

performed, or the kind of reach to be made;
absence or presence of gravitational forces

and

(e) The

<Stoudt,

1978).

A change in one of these factors alters the functional
reach.

Therefore.

guidelines, but

arm

it is difficult to derive general

it is possible to present functional reach

measurements for a certain task at specific positions in
elevation and azimuth

<Damon, Stoudt, and McFarland,

1966)

One of the earliest studies of functional arm reach
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was conducted by King, Morrow,

and Vollmer

<1947).

Their

subjects were restrained by a double shoulder and cap
restraint.

They used

the right arm,

the extreme fingertip reach.

King

extension of shoulder harness,
allowed to move 18 in.,

taking measurements of

<1948) measured the

in which the shoulders were

in order to operate all of the

controls in a specific aircraft.
Dempsey and Emanuel

(1963)

took measurements of the

right arm reach of Air Force personnel seated in a standard
aircraft seat.

The subjects maintained contact of bath

shoulders against the backrest, and reached forward as far
as possible.

Measurements were taken of the maximum normal

reach from a vertical handgrip to the SRP <seat reference
paint -- the center of the line joining the seat and
backrest).
Ely, Thomson, and Orlansky <1963) developed graphic
presentations of functional arm reach which can be used as
crude guidelines of reach, but are deficient in specificity
and difficult to apply, especially because the means of
determining the data were not stated, nor were the physical
characteristics of the sample an which they were measured
<Staudt,

1978).

Kennedy

<1964) determined the boundaries of grasping-

reach envelopes.

The shirt-sleeved male subjects ware no

restraint, but they were not allowed to pull their shoulder
away from the backrest

<Garg, Bakken, and Saxena,

Garget al. performed a comparison between

1982).

Kennedy's data
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and their own,

and determined that keeping the shoulders

against the backrest of the chair has approximately the
same effect as wearing a shoulder harness.
Stoudt, Crowley, McFarland, Ryan, Gruber, and Ray
( 1970) took functional
and twenty
subject.

<120)

arm ,-each measur·ements.

One hundred

arm reach points were measured for each

The data was applied in establishing maximum

limits for

the placement of controls in automobiles.

Bullock

<1974) measured maximum arm reach to one

hundred and seventy <170) different positions in space
around each subject.

A thumb-tip reach, arm reach

measurement was used.
restrain the subjects.

A lap and sash harness was used to
The data was applied in

establishing maximum limits for

the placement of controls

in automobiles.
Roth, Ayoub, and Halcomb

<1977) used a device called

the "Ayoub Reach Anthropometer" to measure the functional
arm reach.
and fourteen

The device provided for measuring one hundred
<114l grip-center reach points.

The arm

reaches of the subjects were measured under unrestrained
conditions.

In the unrestrained condition,

could move about freely

the subjects

<McCormick and Sanders,

1982).

In their studies of functional arm reach measurement,
King et al.

< 1947), Kennedy < 1964), and Stoudt et al.

<1970) used revolving chairs to provide the angles in order
to define the space envelope, but their measuring devices
varied in orientation <Bullock,

1974).

Stoudt (1978)
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states that regardless of which measuring devices are used,
the data 1s to be utilized far

the purpose of defining the

outer boundaries of a workspace which the subjects can
reach, given the certain conditions under which the
measurements were obtained.
As mentioned previously, a major requirement in the
design of any workspace is that all tasks or controls that
are related to manual operation, be located so that any
member of that workspace population may reach and operate
them satisfactorily.

In order to achieve this,

it is

necessary to define through measurements, how far given
percentages of a certain

popu~ation

conditions anticipated for

can reach under the

that workspace.

The most

effective manner to accomplish this is by selecting a
representative sample, determine their functional arm
reaches, and to define an overall,

three-dimensional

"reach

envelope" that designates both the maximum allo\.-'Jable outer
limits,

and sometimes the best location, for

of all pertinent tasks or
<Stoudt,

the placement

items within the workspace

1978).

Stoudt (1978) continues,

that this procedure, although

ideal, has not always been carried out in practice.
Sometimes extrApolations and interpolations have to be made
from data which already exists, and sometimes the maximum
limits and the comfort zone limits of reach must be
estimated; possibly with the support of brief experiments
which only involve a few subjects.

This can be an easy and
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acceptable procedure where the reach locations in the
workspace surrounding the operator are limited 1n
complexity and number,
adequacy.

and can be checked easily for

Although, there may be difficulties where a

large number of controls or tasks must be located within a
specific area, and it is not possible to place all of them
within the operators•
critical

immediate workspace.·

It becomes

to know exactly where the outer boundaries are for

accommodation of the total population.
Little research has been conducted in the area of
determination of comfort zones within

r~ach

movements.

Emanuel, Mills, and Bennett (1980) have looked at the human
arm and its joint limitations.

They have applied the idea

of bending the handles of tools and equipment, as opposed
to bending the arm and maintaining a bent position.
Corlett and Bishop

<1976) have hypothesized and
..

confirmed that improvements made to machines <in assembly
tasks)

result in improvements in comfort levels

rep~tted

use.

<as

by the operators) and increased periods of machine

Their technique recorded data which evaluated the

effectiveness of man-machine designs,
areas of man-machine compatibility.

and indicated weak
Adjusting the work·

heights was a modification made in the experiment.
Daniels and Hertzberg

(1952) had their subjects grasp

a vertical handgrip placed approximately 19 in.
13.5 in.

above the seat reference point.

limits were determined.

forward and

Extreme reach

Comfort limits were established
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for

the wrist for
Rebiffe,

the male 5th and 95th percentiles.

Zayana, and Tarriere <1969) describe a

technique which determines the optimal zones for the
placement of controls in a workspace.

Their technique

utilizes information which includes the recording of
"subjects opinions,
joints,

the measuring of the distance between

the recording of muscle contraction us1ng an.

electromyograph, and the study of movements made by a
mechanical arm, which models different body segments.

The

limitations of maximum reach in the frontal and horizontal
planes,

in which controls should be placed are specified.

The technique defines comfort zones for
elbow joint angles as well.

the shoulder and

They integrated their data to

present a map which identifies the maximum reach zones,
comfort zones,

and the effort zones in each plane.

Figure 1 illustrates the angles of comfort for the shoulder
and elbow,
(1969).

in the preferred arm, derived by Rebiffe et al.

This study compares the shoulder comfort zone

angles identified by Rebiffe et al.

(1969).

Testing human subjects in mockups or with numerous
measuring devices has many limitations, especially in
testing arm reach.

Measuring devices can be cumbersome, as

well as troublesome in achieving an accurate reading.
Also,

it is difficult to ensure that the subjects are all

assuming the same posture and are positioned in the same
location.

When measuring the distance of the reach from

the human body to the panel

it is difficult, yet important,

8

120~

Horizontal Plane

Vertical Plane

Figure. 1 Comfort zones of the shoulder, as determined by Rebiffe,
Zayana, and Tarriere (1969).
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to measure the same location on each of the subjects to the
same location on the panels.
Building a full-scale mockup for

the analysis of

preliminary designs can be costly in terms of time and
labor

<McWatters and Tice,

1985).

Major design flaws which

may not be easily visible on a two-dimensional paper medium
may become quite apparent as soon as the first subject is
placed in the mockup.

If there is a flaw,

the design must

then be modified, first on the two-dimensional paper medium
and then on the mockup.
until

This may be an ongoing process

the design is clean enough to run subjects and obtain

results.

A three-dimensional computer-aided design tool

would allow the designer to design directly on the computer
and by utilizing man models and analysis
provide immediate feedback

p~ograms,

would

in three-dimensions as to

whether there are any major flaws in the design.

This type

of tool would increase efficiency significantly during
prelimi~ary

design analysis and evaluation.

The designer

can modify the object(s) or completely eliminate them if
they desire,

as well as being able to move them in relation

to each other on a video display.

This ability to store a

designed object or group of objects within an environment,
and be able to retrieve, modify,
design
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and save any part of the

very important to the design process <Dooley,

10

Review of Existing Literature on Computer-Aided
Design Programs Used For Human Factors Analysis
Currently,

there are several computer-aided design

programs available that offer anthropometric modeling and
some human factors analysis capabilities <e.g., reach,
view,

traffic pattern analysis, fit/interference,

They include: CAR <Crew Assessment of Reach),

etc.l

Bubbleman,

Cyberman (Cybernetic Man-Model), Combiman <Computerized
Biomechanical Man-Model), SAMMIE <System for Aiding ManMachine Interaction Evaluation), Beeman, and CDAS
<Configuration Design, Analysis, and Simulation).

Each of

these will be briefly discussed.
CAR was developed for the U.S. Navy to evaluate
aircraft cockpit accommodatiOn.

Instead of analyzing a

singularly defined human model,
entire population group.

the CAR program analyzes an

CAR uses data input via keyboard

to derive percentages of successful, defined operations of
the sample population (Dooley,

1982)

CAR also has the

capability to generate populations by a Monte Carlo process
from means,

standard deviations,

and intercorrelations of

standard anthropometric measurements
Stokes,

19821.

<Harris, Bennett, and

CAR is interactive, but

it does not have

graphic display capabilities.
Bubbleman was developed at the University of
Pennsylvania.

This program implements a three-dimensional

solid volume model

to perform an analysis.

consists of a nurnber of spheres and bubbles.

The model
The surfaces•

shape of the moO.el can be modified to indicate equipment or
physical aspects of the model

<Dooley,

1982).

This program

also provides the operator with indications of position by
shadowing, yet the designer must input the light source.
Bubbleman also has the capability of collision detection
within the model,
objects.

~his

and between the model and surrounding

program can be used for reach analysis as

well.

The model can perform a reach to an operator-defined

point,

in three stages, or

analysis,

it can perform dynamic reach

in which the operator must specify

tim~d

sequences of point movements.
Cyberman was developed by Chrysler Corporation for
automobile industry.

the

It is use to model activities of

drivers and passengers in or around a car.

Cyberman is

used to determine acceptable body locations for
model within a given environment.

the man-

The environments used

are generated by a separate program.

The man-model can be

modified via keyboard input, but it does not have any

joint

limitations of movement so the operator must be careful in
how he positions the model.

Approximate values must be

used in judging the practicality and comfort of a position.
The positions and distances in which the operator can view
the model are prespecified.

The operator determines the

success or failure of a particular reach by sight.
Combiman was developed by the University of Dayton
Research Institute and the Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory.

This program was specifically designed for
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aircraft design and evaluation.

Combiman is used to

determine reach/attempt analysis,
In the reach analysis,

analysis.

and limited viewing
the operator determines

the limb to perform the reach, and the reach is performed
in five

~-tages.

system.

Success or failure is indicated by the

Clearance of the man-model from objects is

determined by the operator's eye.
SAMMIE was developed at the University of Nottingham,
Nottingham, England.

SAMMIE implements a three-dimensional

man-model which accommodates different postures and
somatotype.s.

This man-model

work place model.

is used in conjunction with a

This provides the designer with a method

of evaluating the anthropometries and biomechanics of a
work place and a work task

<Bonney and Case,

performs one-step reaches to a
des i gne1-.

SAMMIE

location determined by the

The system informs the operator as to the

success or failure of the reach attempt.
failure,

19761.

If the reach is a

SAMMIE specifies the distance needed to accomplish

the reach.

SAMMIE also has viewing capabilities, offering

the operator the capabilities of either

looking through the

model's eyepoint or a point in space defined by the
operator

<Dooley,

1982).

Vet SAMMIE was developed for general analysis of
anthropometries and design.

not for specifics.

CAPABl_E

<Controls and Panel Arrangement by Logical Evaluation)

is

one of the programs developed and used for more specific
a.-nal)'s:is 1n conjunction c'!ith S?\f'WIIE.

The CAPABLE program
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tries to place controls and displays on panels
auto rna t i c c1 l l y •
their

C:APABL_E uses data on the wo1-k tasks and

level of criticality and frequency of use.

p•-ogl-am also assigns a 'lumber

The

indicating the "comfort"

level required to operate the controls.
are implemented for the hand, foot,

Comfort routines

and eye.

The comfort

routines are calculated using the percentile presented,
angle of the joints, and available data
R.

LAJilliams,

~J.

the

<Bonney, M. C., and

1977).

Boeman was developed by the Boeing Corporation in
Seattle, Washington.

The program implements a 50th

percentile man-model and scales other percentiles from this
model.

Beeman offers visual

interference and obstruction

assessment capabilities, as well as reach attempts and
reach baskets (the area which can be reached by a

limb)

These types of analysis,

~ust

including task sequence,

predefined on computer cards.

be

'The operator is required to

develop and input a complex mathematical description of the
functions and objects he wishes to analyze.
d1splayec1 on a plotter

<Dooley,

Results arE->

lcl82).

CDAS was developed at Rockwell

International, Space

Station Systems Division, Downey, California.

This progr-am

was developed primarily for Space Station conceptual design
analysis.

CDAS implements a three-dimensional man-model

which uses a
This
TO

link system similar to Dempsters'

man-mod~]

(1955).

can be s1zed to any specific dimensions or

arbitrary percentiles.

CDAS accesses look-up tables to
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obtain data used in performing different analyses.

Look-up

tables include data on: Anthropometries for 5th and 95th
percentile female and 5th and 95th percentile male,
range of motion,
motionl,

joint

zones (within the joint range of

co~fort

and field of vision with various restrictions.

The anthropometric

look-up tables are accessed by the

computer in the Geometry Module of CDAS.
module that the sizing or

It is in this

"scaling" of a model occurs, as

well as the modeling of an environment.
interactive session with the

computer~

Through a simple
in which the

computer pro-mpts the operator to input either a specific
percentile (for stature or specified body component) or a
list of dimensions,

a male or female model

is "scaled" to

fit the operator's requirements.
In this procedure,
computer as to

the operator is also queried by the

if the model should be 1-G <Gravity) or 0-G.

A 1-G response simply produces a standard model
upl-ight positi,on.

in an

A 0-G reply results in the computer

positioning the model

in a 0-G neutral body posture.

The

computer will then query the operator as to if it should
include a 0-G growth factor

in the model.

A positive

response will prompt the computer to increase the length of
the torso of the model
inches).

approximately three percent

Anthropometric data for

McConvjlle and Laubach
(19661. Roebuck,

1-G was derived from

(1978), Damon, Stoudt, and McFarland

Kraemer, and Thompson

(1967l, Woodson (1981),

(or two

(]975), Dreyfuss

and MIL-STD-1472-C.

Anthropometric

i5

data for 0-G was obtained through actual data of the Space
Transportation Systems astronaut population, Thornton
<1978), Griffin (1978!, and MSFC-STD-512-A.
The joint range of motion look-up tables, also found
in the Geometry Module, provide ranges of movement for all
of the joints in the link-model.

The limitatioMs are

specified in terms of positive or negative, roll, pitch,
and yaw for each

joint.

Data is provided for

the 5th and

95th percentile female model as well as the 5th and 95th
This data was derived with

percentile male model.

reference to Barter, Emanuel,
Harris <1968), Dempster
Tarriere <1969), Houy

and Truett

(1955), Rebiffe,

(1957), Harris and
Zayana, and·

(1983), Daniels and Hertzberg

<1952),

and Griffin <1978).
Other percentile range of motion data are generated by
the computer,

in the same manner as the scaling operation.

This routine is implemented each time a model
modified,

is created or

so there are joint limitations for every model
The joint data is then used in performing reach

analvsis and other tasks which require movement.
Comfort zone data, derived from Rebiffe,
Tarriere (1969), Wisner and Rebiffe <1963),
Hertzberg

(1952>,

of motion tables.

Zayana,

and

and Daniels and

is also accessed through the joint range
After a reach or change in body position

has occurred.

the computer

informs the operator of tKe

angle of each

joint effected by the move.

The computet-
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whether the movement of the joint is within that
comfort zone or within maximum limits.
very useful

joint's

This capability is

in designing workspace or tasks.

The look-up table for field of vision implements data
drawn

fro~

Hall and Greenbaum,

categorized as:

Jr.

(1950>.

This data is

<a> movement of the head and eyes with

various amounts of restraint,

(b)

limiting the field of vision,

(c) horizontal and vertical

limits, and

(d)

type of field and factors

ambinocular or binocular viewing.

use of this data,

With the

the computer can simulate human viewing.

By inputting the type of restraint, field,

and target,

the

operator can look through the models' eyes to see what a
human would see in a specified position or

location.

This

information is very important in the designing of
workspace, especially where control panels are involved.
The purpose of this current study is two-fold.
hypothesis for Experiment 1 states:
impacts the shoulder

The

target location, which

joint angle and

th~

distance between

the shoulder and the target of the reach, has a significant
effect on comfort.

The subject's perception of comfort

will be based on relative comparisons of the specific
reaches performed.

It

is expected that as the extent of

reach increases, comfort will decrease.
manipulated
for

(independent variable)

The variable being

1s the target location

the reach within each type of treatment

Extension, Abduction,
measured

and Adduction).

(dependent variables)

include:

(Flexion.

The variables to be
Cll hori=ontal

and
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vertical angles of the upper right arm in relation to the
body in each reach,

<2l

the distance from the subjects

right shoulder to the specified target,

and

(3) a

subjective comfort rating for each reach performed.
Experiment 2 is a replication of Experiment 1, only
performed solely on the computer with man-models and a
modeled mockup.

The hypothesis states:

There is no

significant difference between CDAS, and human test
subjects in reach analysis for first cut preliminary
designs.

It is expected that the angle and comfort data

derived from Experiment 2 will correlate highly with that
obtained via Experiment 1.

The variables remain the same

as in Experiment 1, with the exception of the dependent
variable distance.

Distance will not be measured in

Experiment 2, due to the lack of this capability in the
CDAS real-time (30 updates to the screen per second)
simulation system.

Although,

the data obtained on distance

in Experiment 1 will be used for positioning the CDAS manmodels in the chair for Experiment 2.

Method
Twenty (20> Rockwell
employees,

ten (10l male and ten <lOl

International
femal~,

were tested.

The subjects ranged between 5th percentile female and 5th
percentile male,

and 95th percentile female and 95
They ranged from twenty-two

fifty-three

(53J

years in age.

(22)

All of the subjects were
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free of injuries or ailments 1n their preferred arm.

A

representative subject sample, which resembled that of the
Space Transportation Systems astronaut population, was
selected.
using a

Subjects were assigned to one of four orders,

latin square design.

Two additional subjects, one

male and one female, were used in a practice session to
verify the procedure and the equipment.
recorded for

No scores were

the practice session.
A "chair" which positions people 1n a 0-G

neutral body position was constructed.
attached to the chair for restraint.

A seat belt was
A mockup of the Space

Station Central Core Concept was built, providing the
subjects a panel with marked targets to reach to.
illustrates the.chair and the display panel.
r~flects

Figure 2

Figure 3

the marked targets on the display panel.

Measuring devices included:

(a) hand-held goniometer to

measure horizontal angles of movement;

(b)

Leighton

Flexometer to measure vertical angles of movement;
a tape measure to

me~sure

and

(c)

distance of the reach and the

anthropometries of each subject.
When the subjects arrived,
to change into aT-shirt.

Prior to the testing,

anthropometric measuremerits
taken for each subject.

<listed in Appendix Al

were

Each subject was asked to sit on a

specially designed chair which simulates the neutral bcdv
posture assumed

in zero-gravity.

across the subject'E lap.

A seat belt was fastened

Q

\
i ' '\

~---=-=---'

~........!" r~~~ /.fuc)·
I
"
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1.{7''

I

71''
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I

\

..

-.,_..
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Figure 2 . Chair and display panel constructed for Experiment 1.
The chair positions the subject in the 0-G neutral body position.
The display panel can slide toward or away from the subject, to
accomodate the subject's range of reach.

•

~-----------------63~-=====----------------~

Adduction

Abduction

4711

Extension

Figure 3.

Configuration of target locations on the display

panel for Flexion, Extension, Adduction, and Abduction.
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keep their arms

in a relaxed position,

at their sides.

Then the panel was repositioned so that the subject could
reach the panel without movement away from the back of the
chair.

Recorded

instructions were played to each subject

<refer to Appendix B>.

The experimenter then asked each

subject to reach with his preferred arm to a specific
location on the panel.

Four practice reach positions were

given to each subject in the beginning of the testing,
ensure the understanding of the procedure,

to

and to become

sensitive to the degree of comfort in each movement.

The

experimenter recorded the distance between the subject's
shoulder and the specific

location,

and the angle in

degrees between the upper arm and the upper torso.

Each

subject was asked to rate each arm reach position on a
scale from one to seven, one being extremely comfortable
and seven being extremely uncomfortable
Bishop,
<12>

1976).

reaches

abduction,
deb1- i efed

Each subject performed a

(three flexion,

total of twelve

three extension,

and three adduction).
(Appendix C)

<Corlett and

three

Each subject was

and thanked.

Besults
The cumulative frequency distributions for
dependent variables,
presented

angle,

in Figures 4,

5,

distance,

the

and comfort,

and 6 repectively.

~re

The

distribution of the recorded angle scores ranged from 32°
to

in th0 vertical

horizontal

plane.

plane and from 48°

Angles of 40°

to

1n

the

to 49° degrees occurred
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Angle
{Degrees)
. Figure 4. Frequency distribution of angle for the vertical and
horizontal planes, in Experiment 1.
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Figure 5. Frequency distribution of distance for the ,
vertical and horizontal planes, in Experiment 1.
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Uncomfortable

Comfort Rating

Figure 6. Frequency distribution of comfort for the vertical
and horizontal planes, in Experiment 1.

most frequently in the vertical plane and angles of 70° to
79° occurred with the highest frequency
plane.

in the horizontal

The distance from the shoulder to the center of the

target ranged from 22 to 36 inches in the vertical plane
and from 21.25 to 36.75 inches.in the horizontal plane.
The highest frequency o{ occurrence was in the range of 28
to 28.99 inches in the vertical plane and 27 to 27.99
inches in the horizontal plane.

The comfort frequency

distribution, based on a subjective rating of 1 to 7

<1

being most-comfortable to 7 being most uncomfortable)
reflected that a comfort rating of 2 occurred most
frequently,

in the vertical and horizontal planes.

A 4 X 3 multivariate analysis of variance was
performed using the GANOVA statistical computer package.
The independent variables manipulated included four
of treatment

levels

<Flexion, Extension, Adduction, and Abduction)

and target location with three levels of varying magnitude
(1•

·:J

c.,

and 31.

The dependent variables included:

Angle,

distance, and comfort. The combined dependent variables
were significantly affected by treatment,
p < • 0 0 1 , and t ar g e t

FC9,8l=255.20,

1 o c at i on F ( 6 , 1 1 ) =8 . 8 7 , p

<• 0 0 1 .

No

interactions were detected.
For further analysis,
~ariance

tests were performed on the dependent variables.

The dependent variable
target

three separate analyses of

location.

angle~

was significantly affected by

F<11,209l=52.23, p <.001.

Distance

also significantly affected by target location,

v-J2S
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F<11,209)=99.90, p <.001, as well as comfort,
F<11,209>=43.13, p <.001.

The means and standard

deviations for the three dependent variables, angle,
distance, and comfort are presented in Table 1.
Pairwise comparisons were performed using the Tukey
test, on the means of the three dependent variables.

The

comparisons were performed on the target locations within
each treatment,

the inside targets (1) and the outside, or

peripheral targets (3),

and contrasting treatments <Flexion

vs. Extension, and Adduction vs . .Abduction).
Figure 7 illustrates the

~eans

for the dependent

variable angle, for each target, with brackets identifying
those which were not significantly different from others
within the same treatment.
results indicate:

As depicted in Figure 7,

the

There was a significant difference,

Critical Difference <C. diff.>=14.69, between Flexion 1 and
3, Flexion 1 and 2, Extension 1 and 3, Adduction 1 and 3,
and Abduction 1 and 3.

Also,

there was a significant

difference, C. diff.=10.53, between the group of Flexion
targets and the group of Extension targets,

and between the

group of Adduction targets and the group of Abduction
targets.
Figure 8 depicts the results of the comparisons for
the dependent variable distance, C. diff.=1.16.
a significant difference between:

There was

Flexion 1 and 3, Flexion

1 and 2, Flexion 2 and 3, Extension 1 and 3, Extension 1
and 2, Extension 2 and 3, Adduction 1 and 3, Adduction 1

'
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Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations of Angle, Distance, and
Comfort as a Function of Target Lgcation for Experiment 1
Vertical Plane
Angle
<Degrees)
Flexion 1
Mean
S.D.
Flexion 2
Mean
S.D.
Flexion 3
Mean
S.D.
Extension 1
Mean
S.D.
Extension 2
Mean
S.D.
Extension 3
Mean
S.D.

Distance
<Inches)

Comfort
<Rating>

85.55
5.84

24.91
1.77

2.25
.97

100.30
7.85

26. 19
1.52

3.30
1.13

114.80
7.06

28.75
1.67

4.75

59.85
8.05

25.85
1.97

2.00
1. 30

51.50
5.41

28. 15
2.05

2.30
1. 38

42.90
4.61

31.25
2.35

3.65
2.06

1. 33

Horizontal Plane
Angle
Adduction 1
Mean
S.D.
Adduction 2
Mean
S.D.
Adduction 3
Mean
S.D.
Abduction 1
Mean
S.D.
Abduction 2
Mean
S.D.
Abduction 3
Mean
S.D.

80.30

Distance

Comfort

6. 11

26.31
1. 80

3.50
1.40

72.65
9.52

28.80
2.20

5.85
.99

65.45
13.30

32. 10
3. 19

6.90
. 45

99.90
4.97

23.90
1. 91

1. 80

11 0. 55
7.57

24.93
1.77

2.40
1. 23

121.30
8.18

27.29
1. 53

2.85
1.63

.89

'
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Figure 7. Mean angle (degrees) as a function of target location ..
Brackets indicate there was no significant difference between the
two means at the .05 significance level.
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Figure 8. Mean distance (inches) as a function of target location.
Brackets indicate there was no significant difference between the
two means at the .05 significance level.
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and 2, Adduction 2 and 3, Abduction 1 and 3, and Abduction
2 and 3.

The grouping of all of the inside means (1) vs.

all of the outside means (3) proved to be significantly
different, C. diff.=.91.

The group Flexion differed

significantly from the group Extension, as did Adduction
from

Abd~ction,

C. diff.=.83.

The results of the pairwise comparisons for the
dependent variable comfort, C. diff.=l.11,
Figure 9.

are shown in

The data indicate a significant difference

between:

Flexion 1 and 3, Flexion 2 and 3,

E~tension

1 and

3, Extension 2 and 3, Adduction 1 and 3, and Adduction 1
and 2.

The mean of the inside targets (1) was

significantly different from the outside targets (3), C.
diff.=.79.

The group Adduction proved to be significantly

different from the group Abduction, C. diff.=.87.
Discussion and Conclusions
As hypothesized,

the present data indicate that target

location and treatment affect the perceived comfort in a
particular shoulder reach, as well as the angle and
distance.

This is an important consideration in the

designing of workstations and any other area which requires
human interface.

The data from the pairwise comparisons

suggest that the targets along the outside, or periphery of
the display (Flexion 3, Extension 3, Adduction 3, and
Abduction 3) were at greater distances, required larger
angles of shoulder reach,
ratings,

and received less comfortable

than those targets on the inside of the display
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Figure 9. Mean comfort (rating) as a function of target location.
Brackets indicate there was no significant difference between
the two means at the ~05 significance level.
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<Flexion 1, Extension 1, Adduction 1, and Abduction 1).
Ratings from 1 to 3 were defined as comfortable and
from 4 to 7 as uncomfortable.

According to the results of

this study the range of motion perceived as comfortable is
from 51.50 degrees to 85.55 degrees in the vertical plane
(with the arm fully extended and directly in front of the
person> and from 90.00 degrees to 121.30 degrees in the
horizontal plane <with the arm at an elevation of
approximately 80 degrees).
angles.

Figure 10 illustrates these

The results of the experiment do not agree fully

with Rebiffe et al.

<1969}

in the vertical plane.

in regards to the comfort range

This may be due to an increase in

distance from the subjects to the target ·locations.
However,

the results are in agreement with Rebiffe et al.

in respect to the horizontal plane.

Rebiffe

~tal.

stated

that there was a 30 degree range, starting at the 90 degree
position and moving to the 120 degree position.
It is recommended that when designing workstations,
that controls which require more physical

interaction than

others, for either more repetitions or longer durations of
time, be placed within the comfort zone~ determined through
this study <Figure 10).

By doing this, comfort is

increased, resulting in less fatigue and less possibility
of injury.
FuturP research should investigate the comfort zone
involving the total reach envelope. The total reach
envelope encompasses the area within all possible
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Horizontal Plane

Vertical Plane

Figure 10. Comfort zones of the horizontal and vertical planes.
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functional reaches, which accounts for different
combinations of azimuth and elevation <horizontal and
Comfort zones for all other

vertical planes.

to be identified, as well.

joints need

For more specific applications,

such as the designing of the NASA Space Station,

joint

range of motion and the comfort zones within, need to be
established under varying gravitational forces.

Experiment 2
Method
Apparatus.
VAX 782 system.

The CDAS computer program was run on the
A 4115 Tektronix terminal with keyboard

was used for the user interface.

A GTI Poly 2000 was used

for real time simulation display and analysis.
Procedure.

The operator

CDAS Geometry Module.
to input a

<experimenter) entered the

The computer prompted the operator

list of anthropometries <Appendix A), one by

one, via a table input format:

The computer scaled a man-

model to the specific dimensions for each list input.
operator placed each man-model
the one used in Experiment 1).

in the chair

The

<modeled like

Each man-model was

manipulated to perform the identical reaches as those
performed by the human test subjects in Experiment 1
<Figure 11).

At the end of each reach,

the operator

queried the computer to display the specifications for that
reach.

The specifications included:

distance of reach,

angle of reach,

and whether or not the reach was within

Figure 11. Human test subject 16 (Experiment 1) and the CDAS
computerized man-model which was scaled to subject 16's
dimensions, and then manipulated to simulate subject 16's
performance of the specified reaches.
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the comfort zone for the models' body dimensions.

The

operator recorded this data for each man-model.
Results
The cumulative frequency distributions for the
dependent variables angle and comfort, derived using the
CDAS man-model, are depicted in Figures 12 and 13
respectively.

The distribution of the recorded scores for

angle ranged from 26 degrees to 129 degrees in the vertical
plane and from 26 degrees to 149 degrees in the horizontal
plane.

Angles in the ranges of 40 to 49 degrees and 90 to

99 degrees occurred most frequently in the vertical plane,
and in the ranges of 50 to 59 degrees and 100 to 109
degrees in the horizontal plane.
bimodal distribution.

Both planes yielded to a

The frequency distribution for

comfort was based on a dichotomous response by the computer
<yes, within comfort zones, or no, not within comfort
zones).
T-tests were performed on each of the dependent
variables, comparing the results derived from Experiment 1
to those in Experiment 2.

Four t-tests were performed on

angle to determine if there was any significant difference
in the recorded angles of shoulder reaches to specified
targets, between the computerized man-models and the human
test subjects.

These t-tests examined Flexion, Extension,

Adduction, and Abduction.

Tables 2 and 3 present the means

for Experiments 1 and 2 and the difference scores between
the two experiments in terms of angle and comfort,
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Freq.
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Angle
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Figure 12. Frequency distribution of angle for the vertical and
horizontal planes, in Experiment 2.
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Freq.
80
E
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Vertical Plane

"'' ' ' ' ' ' 1 Horizontal Plane
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Comfort Rating

Figure 13 Frequency distribution of comfort for the vertical
and horizontal planes derived from the CDAS man-models.
The frequency distribution was based on a dichotomous
response by the computer--yes, within comfort zones, or no,
not within comfort zones.
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Table 2
tleans and Difference Scores fDl- Experiment 1 and
Experiment ? for Angle <Degrees)
Vertical Plane
Human
Flexion 1
Mean
Flexion 2
Mean
Flexion 3
Mean
Extension 1
Mean
Extension 2
Mean
Extension 3
Mean

Computer

Difference

%

Diff.

85.55

89.85

+ 4.30

4.79

100.30

103.60

+ 3.30

3. 19

114.80

116.50

+

1. 70

1. 46

59.85

63.20

+ 3.35

5.30

51.50

51.30

.20

0.39

42.90

40.00

2.90

6.76

-

Horizontal Plane
Human
Adduction 1
Mean
Adduction 2
Mean
Adduction 3
Mean
Abduction 1
Mean
Abduction 2
Mean
Abduction 3
Mean

Computer

Difference

%

Diff.

80.30

64.40

-15.90

19.80

72.65

51.80

-20.85

28.70

65.45

35.45

-30.00

45.84

99.90

92.70

- 7.20

7.21

110.55

107.65

2.90

2.62

121.30

123. 10

1. 80

1. 46

+
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Table 3
Me.ans and Difference Scores for Experiment 1 .and
Experiment 2 for Cqmfort

(Rating>

Vertical Plane
Human
Flexion 1
Mean
Flexion 2
Mean
Flexion 3
Mean·
Extension 1
Mean
E)< tension 2
Mean
Extension 3
Mean

Converted
Human Computer

Difference

% Diff.

2.25

. 15

1. 00

-.85

85.00

3.30

.40

1.00

-.60

60.00

4.75

.80

.95

-. 15

15.79

2.00

.20

.00

+.20

100.00

2.30

.15

.00

+. 15

100.00

3.65

.40

.00

+.40

100.00

Horizontal Plane

Human
Adduction 1
Mean
Adduction 2
Mean
Adduction 3
Mean
Abduction 1
Mean
Abduction 2
Mean
Abduction 3
Mean

Converted
Human Computer

Difference

% Diff.

3.50

.50

1. 00

-.50

50.00

5.85

1. 00

1. 00

+.00

0.00

6.90

1.00

.90

+. 10

10.00

1. 80

.00

.40

-.40

100.00

2.40

.20

.15

+.05

25.00

2.85

.65

.65

+.00

0.00

,,

'
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respectively.

Flexion scores were significantly different

between the two experiments, t<59)=3.503, p <.001.
Adduction scores also differed significantly, t(59)=12.50,
p <.001, as did Abduction, t<59)=2.334, p <.05.

Comfort

responses differed significantly between the CDAS
computerized man-model and the human test subjects,
t(59)=4.35, p <.001.

The means and standard deviations of

both experiments are tabled in appendix D.
A Pearson Product-Moment Correlation was calculated
for the dependent variables to determine if there was a
relationship between the measures recorded in Experiment 1
and those in Experiment

e.

A correlation of +.7 was set as

the criterion required for preliminary design purposes.
Correlation was strongest for Flexion, r=.86, p <.05; and
for Abduction, r=.79, p < .05.

Correlations for Extension,

r=.54. p <.05 and Adduction, r=.52, p <.05, did not meet
the +.7 criteria for the purposes of preliminary design.
The correlations for comfort in Flexion, r=.12, p >.1,
Extension, r=.OB, p >.1, Adduction, r=.02, p >.1, and
Abduction, r=.02, p >.1, did not meet the +.7 criteria as
well.
Discussion and Conclusions
The results of the comparison study indicate that
there is a significant difference in the means of the human
test data and those of

t~e

CDAS test data.

Although, there

is a correlation between the human test data and the CDAS
test data with respect to angle.

The present correlation
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is adequate for performing first-cut preliminary design
analysis.

With the present capabilities, with the

exception of Adduction,

there was an overall difference of

4% between the human test subjects <Experiment 1), and the
computerized man-model

<Experiment 2>.

The vertical scores

<Flexion and Extension) reflected a consistently smaller
difference than did the horizontal scores <Adduction and
Abduction>.

This data indicates that CDAS provided very

similar results to that of the human test subjects,
implying that CDAS may be utilized as a first-cut
preliminary design tool.

CDAS should not be relied upon

solely for the placement of controls, or items requiring
user interface.
safety,

For the assurance of optimal comfort and

it is still necessary to employ a full scale mock-

up for the final placement of user interfaces.
A major limitation, and a probable cause for the high
difference scores in the Adduction treatment for angle,

is

that the man-model does not have the same range of shoulder
motion as humans do.

This includes clavicular movement as

well as translational movements in the shoulder itself.
This issue is presently an objective in future CDAS
development.

Another limitation of the CDAS real-time

simulation system is its current input device.

Currently,

the user must rotate knobs and type on a keyboard in order
to move one joint at a time, until all
positioned properly.

joints are

This disconnected series of movements

is not terribly precise, and it does not simulate actual
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movement, which the system itself is capable of performing.
Current efforts are being directed toward interfacing an
exoskeletal input device with the CDAS system.

This will

allow the user to simulate in real-time, on the computer,
the actual movement the user performs.

This input device

will be more precise, resulting in more accuracy in the
simulation of motions.
Although the comfort zone data derived in Experiment 1
was very similar to the data provided by Rebiffe et. al.
<1969),

the data which was used by the computer program,

the results of Experiment 2 indicate a statistically weak
correlation between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, with
respect to comfort.

This could be due to the "all or none"

comfort rating performed by the computer.

A rating scale

of one through seven, as used in Experiment 1, provides
more flexibility for determining comfort.

Many of the

scores which were recorded in Experiment 1 were outside the
computer programs' comfort range only by a few degrees.
These were determined as being not comfortable.

Yet, due

to the differences in measuring and the subjects'
responses, they may have been equally as comfortable in
reality.

If the CDAS computer program provided a scale

with different degrees of comfort assigned to angles of
reach,

instead of the

11

a 11 or none

11

approach,

it wou 1 d

provide the user with a better idea as to the comfort of
the reach

moveme~t

in realistic terms.

Other areas for future CDAS development include:
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collision detection, fatigue factors/energy expenditure
output, and compression ratios for sitting.

These

objectives should increase the accuracy of the CDAS program
greatly.

This would allow far the analysis of designs in

further phases of development than the first-cut
preliminary design phase.

CDAS has the potential of

becoming an extremely powerful tool which can aid the
designer in the design analysis and evaluation process.
It presently has the capability to aid the designer in
first-cut preliminary designs, eliminating the cost and
labor involved for constructing a full scale mock-up.
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Appendix A - Anthropometric Measurements

1. Stature

17. Biceps Circumference,

2. lrJeight

Flexed <Preferred Arm)

3. Sitting Height
4. Acromial

(Shoulder) Height

18. Forearm Circumference,
Flexed Preferred Arm>

5. Knee Height, Sitting

19. Chest Breadth

6. Eye Height, Sitting

20. Chest Circumference

7. Menton-Sellion <Face) Length 21. Waist Circumference
8. Head Circumference

22. Buttock Circumference

9. Neck Circumference

23. Hip Breadth, Standing

10. Bideltoid

<Shoulder) Breadth 24. Crotch Height

1 1 • Shoulder-Elbow Length

25. Buttock-Knee Length

12. Elbow-Wrist Length

26. Thigh Circumference

13. Foreal-m-Hand Length

27. Calf Circumference

14. Thumb-Tip Reach

28. Ankle Height

15. Hand Length

29. Foot Length

16. Hand Breadth
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Appendix B -

Instructions

You will be asked to perform a total of sixteen <16>
reaches of which the first four will be practice, and will
not be recorded by the experimenter.

The experimenter will

ask you to reach for a specific location with your
preferred arm.
target location,

You will Extend your arm to reach for the
touching it with your fingertips, while

keeping your back and shoulders against the chair.

While

you are performing each reach,

the experimenter will record

a distance measurement using a

tape measure, from your

shoulder to the target location, and a degree of angle
measurement using a flexometer and a goniometer from your
upper arm to your upper torso.

You will also be asked to

rate each reach on a scale from one to seven, one being
extremely comfortable and seven being extremely
uncomfortable.

The experimenter will record your response.

At the end of the measurement session, you will return your
arms to a relaxed position at your sides.
this sequence as instructed.

You will repeat

The experimenter will now

make any necessary adjustments to your chair and panel.
you have any questions?

Do
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Appendix C -

Debriefing

The purposes for conducting this experiment were to:
(1) obtain baseline data of the comfort zone in shoulder
reach;

and

<2>

to use the data obtained through the

experiment with human test

subje~ts

to verify that CDAS

<Configuration Design, Analysis, and Simulation), a new
software program, can perform the necessary operations to
enable human factors analysis on preliminary designs.
results we hope to find are:

(1)

The

the target location,

which impacts the shoulder angle and distance from the
shoulder to the target of a reach, has a significant effect
on the comfort of a reach movement;

and (2) there is no

significant difference between the results obtained through
the experimentation process with human test subjects and
the CDAS computer-generated man-models in reach analysis
for first cut preliminary designs.
Your participation in this experiment is greatly
appreciated.

Thank You.
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Appendix D
Means and Standard Deviations of Angle, Distance,
and Comfort as a function of target locat i.on.
Vertical Plane
Comgu tel-

Human
Converted
Angle Distance Comfort Comfort
Flexion 1
Mean
85.55
S.D.
5.84
Flexion 2
Mean
100.30
S.D.
7.85
Flexion 3
Mean
114.80
S.D.
7.06
Extension 1
59.85
Mean
S.D.
8.05
Extension 2
Mean
51.50
S.D.
5.41
Extension 3
Mean
42.90
S.D.
4.61

Angle Comfort

24.91
1. 77

2.25
.97

.15
.36

89.85
6.32

1. 00
.00

26.19
1.52

3.30
1. 13

.40
.49

103.60
6.58

1 .oo

28.75
1. 67

4.75
1.33

.80
.40

116.50
6.44

.95
.22

25.85
1. 97

2.00
1.30

.20
.40

63.20
6. 10

.oo

28. 15
2.05

2.30
1.38

. 15
.36

51.30
7. 11

.oo
.oo

31.25
2.35

3.65
2.06

.40
.49

40.00
6.51

.oo
.oo

.oo

.00

Horizontal Plane

Adduction
Mean
S.D.
Adduction
Mean
S.D.
Adduction
Mean
S.D.
Abduction
Mean
S.D.
Abduction
Mean
S.D.
Abduction
Mean
S.D.

Human

Comguter

Converted
Angle Distance ComfOl-t Comfort

Angle ComfOl- t

1
80.30
6. 11

26.31
1.80

3.50
1. 40

.50
.50

64.40
11 . 10

1. 00

72.65
9.52

28.80
2.20

5.85
.99

1. 00
.00

51.80
9.34

1. 00
.00

65.45
13.30

32.10
3. 19

6.90
.45

1. 00
.00

35.45
9.59

.90
.30

99.90
4.97

23.90
1. 91

1.80
.89

.00
.00

92.70
8.03

.40
.49

110.55
7.57

24.93
1. 77

2.40
1. 23

.20
.40

107.65
8.90

.15
.36

121.30
8. 18

27.29
1.53

2.85
1. 63

.65
.46

123. 10
8.52

.65
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